Tungsten Alloy Weighted Ball Monkey First

What is tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first?

The **tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first** makes for an excellent personal protection tool. Often used in the 1800s by sailors and gangs in melees, the Monkey Fist is still used for protection today. This Monkey Fist is tied with heavy-duty 300 lb. paracord. The inner core is constructed of a 1/4 in. steel ball so when needed, this device thwarts your attacker. The paracord loop allows versatility and it works great as a key chain or knife fob.

**Tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first** is a knot added to the end of a light-line or heaving line. This knot usually incorporates a small stone or similar weight, to allow the end of the line to travel farther when being thrown. When approaching a jetty or another vessel, sailors will throw a heaving line, to establish a link with the shore or other boat. The heaving line can be easily thrown a distance of 20 m (60 feet) or more. One end of the heaving line is then secured to a heavier line, or hawser, which is pulled across and used for towing or securing.

The **tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first** is traditionally tied on the end of the heaving line, with a small weight being inserted within the knot, prior to final tightening. This makes the heaving line easy to throw, by carefully coiling the length of heaving line in one hand, and throwing it in a side-arm manner, making sure to hang on to the free end of the heaving line.

A sailor's knot from the age of sail, a **tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first** was used at the end of a "heaving line" to add weight to the end of the rope so that it could be thrown. Generally a rock, bolt, or other weight was inserted in the middle of the knot before it was tightened. Used by ships, tugs and boats to carry a messenger line to a distant wharf or dock. A larger line is bent (sailing term for tie) on to the messenger line and hauled in. With one line secure the captain can complete the maneuver in control.
The uses of **tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first**.
Tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first was first used as decorations or to put weight at
the end of a rope, but in the mafia and gang they are used as weapons.
Tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first is a kind of fitness equipment. So it often used
to do physical exercise.
The tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first was also used as a melee weapon among
sailors and gangs.

If you have any interest in tungsten alloy weighted ball monkey first, please feel free to
contact us by email: sales@chinatungsten.com or call us by: 0086 592 512 9696.
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